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 Este número especial do

boletim da Mediateca, resulta

de um trabalho colaborativo

entre a Mediateca e a

disciplina de Inglês do 12º

Ano, com a utilização de

ferramentas digitais de apoio

e suporte ao trabalho dos

alunos. Os textos e as imagens

foram organizados e parti-

lhados utilizando-se a plata-

forma Padlet e o boletim

assumiu o formato PDF e um

formato mais dinâmico, em

Active Textbook , que permite

o enriquecimento dos artigos,

via hipertexto: documentos,

imagens, videos

This special issue of the

Mediateca (School Library)

Bulletin, in English, is the result

of a collaborative work

between Mediateca and the

12th year English students

and teacher.

We were challenged to

approach the study of some

curricular units using  digital

tools to work with and present

student’s texts. All the

research work, as well as the

relevant information, was

shared through Padlet which

allowed the students and

teachers to work together in

different moments other than

the classroom.

The final product is a PDF

Bulletin and a more dynamic

version, an Active Textbook

format which allows the stu-

dents’ texts to be enriched via

hypertext: documents, images

and videos.

Multiculturalism
It’s a big small world

It would be difficult to speak of multiculturalism without acknowledging all the change

it has brought to the world. We can look back in time and recognize that ever since we

know about it, people have always tried to establish contact with other civilizations.

There were times in history where reaching other people in far away places was a

noteworthy accomplishment not only because of the prestige but also because of the

opportunities it would create, bringing people and cultures together. Due to the everlasting

growth of attachment between countries and continents it’s important to try and realize

which aspects of different cultures should prevail and which ones should vanish. But

how do we decide that? Our world has changed. It has changed so much it becomes

difficult to determine exactly how each culture has influenced the world we live in today.

But despite this assimilation of rules and traditions, a few places maintain their traditions,

some more than others. There are countries, not really well known countries, that show

us how people can live in this globalized world, interact with other societies and maintain

a great number of people from different backgrounds. These are countries with an unique

assimilation of cultures, where differences are overlooked and diversity is seen as

something positive.

g André Monteiro (12º D)

Prof. Cipriano Mendes (Professor bibliotecário)g

Prof. Isabel João (English teacher)g
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So Far But Yet So Close

Estrada de Santa Cruz

7540 - 121 Santiago do Cacém

tel.  269750080  /   965226471

http://www.aesc.edu.pt

mediateca@aesc.edu.pt
gDiogo Ventura (12º D)

Multiculturalism is a word used to describe a certain

human diversity in a society. When we talk about

Multiculturalism we have to talk about globalization, one

doesn’t exist without the other.

Nowadays with the help of technologies and the

ease to communicate with other people we are all

connected. Well, this happens not only in a “virtual”

world, but also in the “real” world. New means of

transportation and open borders allow people to easily

get on a plane and travel anywhere in the globe. This is

also a feature of multiculturalism brought by globalization.

Another aspect that helps this process of

multiculturalism is the generalization of English, the most

spoken language which brings people closer as they

can communicate and share ideas and feelings as well

as knowledge. Language in general also evolves by

borrowing words from other different countries around

the globe.

However, like anything in today’s world,

multiculturalism has some disadvantages. The major

problem is the different religions and the intolerance

among them. Understanding other religions can be  very

difficult. People are very passionate about their religious

beliefs, and sometimes can’t accept and respect other

religion. Another issue is stereotyping. Sometimes, with

migrations, people from the countries that host the

immigrants usually create stereotypes, and sometimes

they are racist and discriminate against their status.

I still believe that there are more advantages then

disadvantages.

To conclude I would say that we live all together in

this world. Australia can be very far away from Portugal,

but with few clicks online or few hours on a plane I can

get there easily, so people can very easily establish

connection and share their culture, language, gastronomy,

and learn from each other!

How do we approach multiculturalism and diversity

nowadays? Societies have evolved in such a way that

it becomes increasingly difficult to realize exactly when

and where cultures started to unite.

Throughout history there has always been a certain

sense of curiosity related to people in faraway places

with cultures so different and so diverse, but if we look at

the other side of things we begin to realize that there has

always been fear of the unknown and anything resembling

any sort of difference.

We could learn so much more if we brought different

cultures together and share our traditions and beliefs.

Hatred and discrimination may sometimes overpower

these wishes so we need to look back and understand

everyone has something to give and if we learn not only

to accept our differences and embrace them instead the

world would be a different place.

This could be just wishful thinking, not many people

with a sense of really would dream of this but we can

always try and make a difference no matter how small.

Multiculturalism
and Diversity

g André Monteiro (12º D)
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g Taina Vez (12º D)

Multiculturalism is the term used to describe a

society that has more than one culture.

Nowadays, thanks to the evolution of technology

and the new means of transportation, it’s easier to

exchange cultures, beliefs and languages.

With the development of the internet and the

creation of smart phones, information can be transmitted

internationally in a matter of seconds. Independently of

where we are, we can be informed of everything that

happens anywhere in the world. This new technological

advances have been beneficial to several economic, social

and political areas. In the economical field, one of the usual

examples is that it allows people to keep track of the stock

markets. The new technologies have allowed people to

communicate with people that are across the world and therefore

it has given insightful perspective about the realities across the

world. One of the most recent and followed political events that was

followed by the media was the presidential elections of USA.

The construction of a safer, quicker and relatively inexpensive

mean of transportation, airplanes, has made intercontinental tourism

possible and easy to the point where traveling to exotic and far countries

on vacations or business trips it’s a usual occurrence.

The migratory movements have allowed the formation of some of the

most culturally diverse country.  For example, when we think about

multicultural countries we think about the United States of America, that,

although it is not the most diverse country out there it is one of the images

that we associate to diversity. What granted America the title of an

international country were, firstly, the several European immigrants that,

in order to run away from the inquisition, ran to “The new world”, and

more recently the immigrants that came from South and Central America

in hopes of living a better life.  Another example of a country whose

multiculturalism was gained mainly from the migratory movements is Netherland,

specifically the city Amsterdam that has approximately has 178 different cultural

backgrounds. In the past, Netherlands was one of the few places that accepted

every immigrant independently of their race, belief or costume. This turned it

popular with the refugees.

Another factor that has helped the transition into the diverse world we know

today it’s is the globalization of the English language, thanks to I’s its easy

grammar and vocabulary.

With all the exchange of cultures, the world has become a big mix of

cultures and blurred frontiers where every country is connected and

codependent.

In other words, the world, so big and full of new cultures, beliefs and

languages, it’s small in the eyes of the new generation that has grown in a world

full of these technologies.

It’s a Big

Small

World
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Belize diversity
Belize is one of the greatest examples of

multiculturalism on the world. It’s a country that due to

its geographical location

and history became a

place where people of

so many different

cultures are able to live

in peace and cooperate

with each other. 

They were part of the

British Empire up until

1981 and it’s still a

Commonwealth realm

which means the

Queen of England is the

head of state and they

share with the U.K the

same holidays and

traditions. It’s a very

diverse country despite

its low population, many

people descend from the

Mayans, others

descend from the British

and Spanish and there

is a very significant

presence of Mestizo,

East Indian, Arab and

Chinese people, there

has also been an influx

of people from nearby countries such as Mexico and

the United States, a country that has been influencing

Belize culturally not only due to its proximity but also

because of the impact globalization and the spread of

American habits has had on most parts of the world.

Bilingualism is very common in Belize, even though

English is the official language a lot of people speak a

variation of Creole known as Belizean Creole. 63% of

the people know how to speak English, it´s the primary

language used in business and education; 45% speak

Creole; 9.6% speak variations of Mayan languages;

3.2% speak German and other speak ancient languages

that prevailed throughout the years. Around 56% of

people know Spanish, but it’s mostly used as a

secondary language.

The Belizean version of Creole is somewhat similar

to other variations of Creole. There are many nasalized

g André Monteiro (12º D)

vowels; the pronunciation tends to be faster than English

and the words are less articulated.

Common phrases

and expressions include:

“Da weh time?” (What

time is it?); “Dah no so,

dah naily so” (Where

there’s smoke, there’s

fire) and “Mi love Bileez”

(I love Belize).

There are a few

common misconceptions

related to Belize. Many

people believe it’s an

island and most don´t

know its exact location,

some would also think

their main language is

Spanish and would refuse

to believe how diverse

and multicultural a

country as small as

Belize can be.
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Asian breakfast...
in Paris

I live in a multicultural country. Nowadays almost

all countries share various cultures within its borders,

but, if I were to quantify it, Portugal couldn’t even be

compared to the French capital, Paris for example.

When I first visited Paris, I stayed at a four star

hotel and the first breakfast I had (I was eleven)

surprised me with the variety of food available. My

family and I have been traveling since I was born and

I had never seen anything like that. It was amazing! I

was in France eating a typical Asian breakfast.

Multiculturalism connects us and the only downside

I can point out, which can be prevented, is the

devaluation of national identities. Paris is French in its

core: the Eiffel Tower and the Triumph Arch won’t be

forgotten by anyone in a thousand years. They will

remain the symbol of “frenchness”.

g Simão Silva (12º C)

I live in a multicultural country and I’ve visited several

multicultural cities. The easiest way to identify if you are

in a multicultural city is to look at the people. If you see

diversity in its physical appearance, it is a multicultural

city. 

These types of city seem lively and diverse. No one

is the same as the other one, which makes the experience

interesting. Not only there is more variety of food and

clothing there are also places where the cultures converge,

bringing the best in each one in a way that creates

something new.

Although of the benefits it brings, multiculturalism might

also end cultures and costumes because when they mix

with other cultures they end up turning into one single big

culture, ending with the small ones.

Therefore, I think it’s hard and nearly impossible for a

country to maintain its national identity.

Something new

g Taina Vez (12º D)

I can say that Portugal is a multicultural country. We

host people from all over the world. We have access to

brands and food from different countries and cultures.

The main example of that is Lisbon, our big city.

Lisbon is a multicultural place. When you spend some

time there, you see people from various ethnicities. Lately,

Lisbon has received lots of tourists - in some parts of the

city it feels like you are not in Portugal, as you won’t listen

any other language but English.

Multiculturalism has benefits because you can interact

with different cultures and people and that’s good because

you learn and feel connected to the whole world. It doesn’t

feels like you are stuck in your country forever. 

But in some cases that is bad. If you are “open to the

world” you can have bad experiences. Sometimes you

may think that if multiculturalism didn’t exist or didn’t have

a big impact, the terrorist attacks would be less, or maybe

they wouldn’t occur at all. But, when you live or visit a

multicultural place, even if it seems that you can’t “find”

the “national identity”, you feel that we are all mixed, we

are all together. Maybe we are not citizens of a country.

We are citizens of a multicultural world.

Global citizens

g Diogo Ventura (12º D)
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Stereotypes

Australians are really tired of listening to people

speaking about them as if they were al stereotypes,

mostly because everyone believes them as a truth

rather than a stereotype.

Australians

gAndré Costa (12º A)

Nigeria is probably the most popular country in Africa.

When it comes to African stereotypes, they usually refer

to Nigerians in general which is wrong and gives a false

perception of them.

One of the most common stereotypes about Nigerians

is that they all look alike, are very masculine and bodied.

This stereotype is absurd, because, just like any another

country, Nigeria has people of all sizes (both big and

small persons, with no special feature).

The other common stereotype is that Nigerians don’t

go to school, they are uneducated. The truth is that there

are a big percentage of people in Nigeria (and Africa) that

don’t attend school because of poverty and wars.

However, the fact that someone met a single uneducated

Nigerian does not in any way imply that all Nigerians

aren’t educated. A good example of this is the story of

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. 

Chimamanda is one the most famous Nigerians

writers. She studied medicine and pharmacy at the

University of Nigeria before moving to the USA to study

communications and political sciences. She has written

lots of books and won some notable awards. She is one

of the examples that Nigerians have an education and

can be successful in life. Listen to her story in TED Talks

( https://goo.gl/QKxgL7 ) and you’ll notice how easy it is

to build a “Single Story” of a people and how difficult it is

show the opposite.

Nigerians

gDiogo Ventura (12º D)

“Sidney is the capital of Australia.”

Wrong, it’s not Sidney or Melbourne. It’s actually

Canberra. It’s like saying São Paulo is the capital

of Brazil just because it’s the biggest city.

“Everyone has a koala and a kangaroo in the

backyard and an alligator in the pool”

It’s also a stereotype. They are part of the wildlife,

and to get one in your hands you have to attend

a show at the zoo.

“Every Australian exceeds at water sports/

Knows how to surf”

Against popular belief, not every Australian knows

how to surf, just like not every Italian likes pizza

or every Asian is the best at math.

“Wildlife is entirety trying to get you killed”

Again, wrong. While it’s true that they have various

species that might kill you, with today’s healthcare

it’s almost impossible to die. And have you seen

an Australian Shepherd?

“Australia is just a big desert”

Australia is actually a place full of beatiful cities.

It should be on your Travel List.

“Kangaroos are the best at boxing”

The idea of a boxing kangaroo originates from the

animal’s defensive behavior, in which it will use

its smaller forelegs (its “arms”) to hold an attacker

in place while using the claws on its larger hind

legs to try to kick, slash or disembowel them.

This stance gives the impression that the kangaroo

appears to be “boxing” with its attacker. 

“Crocodile Wrestling is a sport”

Steve Irwin was really brave to do it. Paul Hogan

was really talented to show it, but most Australians

don’t know squat about it.
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Nigerian English and Pidgin English

g Diogo Silva (12º B) e  Diogo  Ventura (12º D)

Nigerian English, also known as Nigerian Standard English, is a dialect of the English spoken in Nigeria. It is

based on British English, but in recent years, because of the influence of the USA, some words of American English

origin have made it into Nigerian English.

Nigerian Pidgin is an English-

based pidgin and Creole language

spoken across Nigeria. It is

distinguished from other Creole

languages since most speakers are

not true native speakers.

Nigerian Pidgin has the influence

from Caribbean Creole and the

Portuguese Language as well. It

comes, mostly, from the times when

English traders went to Africa to trade

their products and clashed with the

native, Creole Portuguese based

speakers. 

The resemblance of these two

languages can be found in a lot of

words and expressions such as “I no sabi” - which

means ”I don’t understand” (the sabi word comes from

the Portuguese verb saber).

Pidgin English, despite its common

use throughout the country, has no

official status. 

All ethnic groups in Nigeria can

converse in the language, though they

usually have their own additional

words, so it has some varieties from

place to place.  As an example, the

Yorubás use the words “be” and “Abi”

when speaking Pidgin. They are often

used at the start or end of a sentence

or question: “You are coming, right?”

becomes “be you dey come?” or “You

dey come abi?”

Nigerian Pidgin is mostly used in

informal conversations, but the

Nigerian Standard English is used in politics, formal

education, the media, and other official uses.

In New Zealand there are three official languages,

being one the English.

Most English-speaking New Zealanders speak a

variant of the English language, the New Zealand

English, which language code in ISO and internet

standards is en-NZ.

The English language was brought to New Zealand

by colonists during the 19th century. In the last 150

years this variety of English has developed and turned

in the English we currently know.  The New Zealand

English is one of the newest varieties of the English

language.

The New Zealand English is similar to the Australian

pronunciation because of the interaction between the

countries, although there are still some differences in the

vocabulary:

New Zealand / Australian: Shrimp / prawn; Candy

floss / fairy floss (cotton candy); Howdy / g’day;

Tramping / hiking.

Some of the New Zealand English words and

expressions are:

Big-huge (adj) – large object (“big-huge building”);

Fang it  (phrase) – to go fast;

Choice! (interj) – expressing satisfaction;

Jandals  (noun) – the NZ term for flip-flops;

Good as gold (phrase) – All is well; 

Sweet as! (interj) – Cool! Awesome!

New Zealand English (NZE)

A multicultural puzzle

g Taina Vez (12º D)
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Canadian English

Canadian exists as a separate variety of English,

with subtly distinctive features of pronunciation and

vocabulary. It also has its own dictionaries.

Canada is a multicultural country and Canadian

people have different cultural and social backgrounds.

This multiculturalism we notice has a clear impact on

language, especially in the form that English in Canada

was shaped into a slightly different language from all the

different linguistic roots we have in this country.

Today, one-fifth of Canadians have a mother tongue

other than English or French – nearly as many as have

French as their mother tongue.

Canadian history helps to explain this. In the

beginning there were the indigenous peoples, with far

more linguistic and cultural variety than Europe. Fights

between European settlers shaped Canadian English

more. The French, starting in the 1600s, colonized the

St Lawrence River region and the Atlantic coast south of

it. In the mid-1700s, England got into a war with France,

concluding with the Treaty of Paris in 1763, which ceded

New France to England. 

Canadian English has words or expressions (Canadian

specific vocabulary) not found, or not widely used, in

other variants of English. Some commonly used phrases

in Canada don’t have obvious counterparts in American

and British English. These phrases can be difficult to

understand if you’ve never heard them before.

Fortunately, all of these expressions are easy to master

with practice.

Food/drinks/related objects

Homo milk: homogenized milk.

Pop: the common name for soft drinks or soda pop.

Serviette: the French word for napkin. This word is

commonly used by French and English speakers alike.

Gut Bomb: Slang for a McDonald’s hamburger.

Clothing/accessories

Knapsack: a backpack.

Housecoat: a bathrobe. Where’s my housecoat when

I need it?

Gitch: Also called gotch. This expression refers to men

or women’s underwear. It’s laundry day; time to wash

my gitch.

Joggers: a term used for jogging pants or sweatpants.

At the time of the Treaty of Paris, however, there were

very few English speakers in Canada. The American

Revolution changed that. The founding English-speaking

people of Canada were United Empire Loyalists – people

who fled American independence and were rewarded

with land in Canada. Thus Canadian English was, from

its very beginning, both American – because its speakers

had come from the American colonies – and not American,

because they rejected the newly independent nation.

Glossary

Interjections/expressions

All worried: if someone says this, they are usually

being sarcastic and aren’t actually worried.

Give’r: a shortened form of “give her a go”. This slang

term is used to encourage someone.

Masi: “Thank you”, from the French word “Merci.”

Take off: expression of disagreement or command to

leave, similar to “get lost”.

Eh: a spoken interjection to ascertain the comprehension,

continued interest, agreement, etc., of the person or

people addressed.

B’y: the equivalent of “man”, “dude” or “pal”.

Everyday use objects

Wheels: a vehicle, usually a car.

Ghetto blaster: a portable stereo system.

Loonie: Canadian one dollar coin.

Garburator: a garbage disposal unit located beneath

the drain of a kitchen sink.

Pencilcrayon: common term for colored pencil.

Ski-Doo: a brand name now used generically to refer to

any snowmobile.

Toonie: Canadian two dollar coin.

g Hugo Rafael(12º B)


